The generators of Poincare and coordinate transformations in Poincare gauge theory developed previously depend critically on the choice of the set of independent field· variables. In a series of papers/H) one (T. K.) of the present authors proposed a theory, which was named a Poincare gauge theory of gravity. There are two Higgs type fields ¢k, ])k and gauge potentials Akp, Aklp(k, [1] [2] [3] fL, ])=0"-'3) in the formulation. The components ekp of the duals of vierbein fields are constructed by ¢k, Akp and Aklp. Associated with ¢k there is a spinor structure on space-time. The field ])k describes (3+ I)-structure of space-time. The energy-momentum and angular momentum for an isolated system were discussed 3 ) by fixing the asymptotic form of ¢k in two ways. The corresponding special relativistic limits were discussed in Ref. 4). In Ref. 1), it was also shown that the set {Ak p, A klp} of field variables are equivalent to the set {e k p, Aklp} as far as the field equations are concerned. In Refs. 3) and 4), {Akp, Aklp} was employed as the independent set of (gauge) field variables.
In a series of papers/H) one (T. K.) of the present authors proposed a theory, which was named a Poincare gauge theory of gravity. There are two Higgs type fields ¢k, ])k and gauge potentials Akp, Aklp(k, 1=0"-'3, fL, ])=0"-'3) in the formulation. The components ekp of the duals of vierbein fields are constructed by ¢k, Akp and Aklp. Associated with ¢k there is a spinor structure on space-time. The field ])k describes (3+ I)-structure of space-time. The energy-momentum and angular momentum for an isolated system were discussed 3 ) by fixing the asymptotic form of ¢k in two ways. The corresponding special relativistic limits were discussed in Ref. 4 ). In Ref. 1) , it was also shown that the set {Ak p, A klp} of field variables are equivalent to the set {e k p, Aklp} as far as the field equations are concerned. In Refs. 3) and 4), {Akp, Aklp} was employed as the independent set of (gauge) field variables.
The purpose of the present paper is to give comments on the conserved quantities in Poincare gauge theory and their special relativistic limits, by employing*) (1) with LG given by**) Eq. (III. 4.8) as the total Lagrangian. Two possibilities are examined as the set of independent field variables.
1. Energy-momenta and angular momenta with ¢k;;. pe(O)k"xP + ¢(O)k First, we discuss the energy-momentum and angular momentum by fixing the form of (r to be (4) <l.v> The "spin" angular momentum Ski and the "orbital" angular momentum L pu, which are the generators of internal and external Lorentz rotations, respectively, are both diverging in general unless p=l. This is so even if Pc=1, although then {¢k} becomes a Minkowskian coordinate at spatialinfinity. 
This is obtainable by the use of the identities
which follow from the Poincare gauge invariance of L, where 
kl +4a{l:-ge[P.ke V ]l-e(O)[P.ke(O)V]l}
This angular momentum appears as the generator of the Lorentz rotation when the constraint (III.8.3) is imposed, and it is an internal Lorentz tensor and remains invariant both under the internal translation and the external Poincare transformation. We have (19) under the constraint (III.8.3). <2.vii> The generator 6(6) and 6#(6) are related to G(6) and G#(6) as follows:
6#(6)= G#(6)+ pce(O)kACAMk + e(O)kAe(O)IO"QAO"[ ¢f2) MI] -1 ave ¢[kFI]PV)d6p]. (21)
3. Special relativistic limits We employ*) the expansion (22) which is consistent with Eq. (2). 3.A. Limit corresponding to discussions in 1. For Akp, we take the expansion*)
which is consistent with Eq. (III.3.5).
We can write out easily the limits of the Lagrangians, energy-momentum and angular momentum densities, etc. in a way parallel to those of Ref. 4) , among which the following are worth to be mentioned: <3.A.i> The differential conservation laws**)
hold, where MT(O\I and MS(O\r are the energy-momentum and "spin" angular momentum densities of the field cpa in the special relativistic theory of fields (SRTF), (25) are both diverging in general unless Pc=l, while we have the finite conserved total angular momentum which is equal to
for the solution OV. 
*) The footnote **) on page 283 applies also to the present case.
where a(O)p.)) is the zero-th order (with respect to !K) term of ap.)). Also,
for the solution (31). <3.B.v> The angular momenta (34) are both diverging in general, while we have the finite conserved total angular momentum which is equal to the total angular momentum of rjJa:
for the solution (31).
